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ABSTRACT A lot of image processing research works focus on natural images, such as in classification,
clustering, and the research on the recognition of artworks (such as oil paintings), from feature extraction to
classifier design, is relatively few. This paper focuses on oil painter recognition and tries to find the mobile
application to recognize the painter. This paper proposes a cluster multiple kernel learning algorithm, which
extracts oil painting features from three aspects: color, texture, and spatial layout, and generates multiple
candidate kernels with different kernel functions. With the results of clustering numerous candidate kernels,
we selected the sub-kernels with better classification performance, and use the traditional multiple kernel
learning algorithm to carry out the multi-feature fusion classification. The algorithm achieves a better result
on the Painting91 than using traditional multiple kernel learning directly.
INDEX TERMS Oil painters recognition, multiple kernel learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the long history of human development, art plays a very
important role. As an important form of culture and art, art
works represent a unique and significant way for the human
to observe and express the world, for which not only reflects
the artists’ superb skills and pro-found ideas, but also shows
a nation’s cultural landscape and aesthetic taste.
The study of art painting is not only limited to the field of
art. With the combination of computer and art, the analysis of
large-scale painting images has become an important research
interest of computer vision [1]. Generally, painting works
usually show the artistic style, feature, manner, taste and
artistic air, that is, the relatively stable and overall art features
displayed by the interactive effects between an artist’ creative
style and the languages and semantic factors. The identifica-
tion and recognition of the different paintings’ painters is an
important means to classify paintings for art researchers.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Wenbing Zhao.
With the rapid development of computer vision in recent
years, how to use the computer to recognize, and more, how
to use mobile device to recognize and identify the authorship
of paintings is a research focus in the field of computer
vision [2]. Most of the research about traditional computer
image classification focus on the classification and recogni-
tion of natural images. Strictly speaking, the research field
is of the objective classification, which means the judgment
of target object is objective. Since a painter has his own sub-
jectivity in the creation, the classification of paintings differs
greatly from that of natural images. Therefore, it is the point
of how to accurately describe art features of various painters
with mathematical models effectively, to design a robust
algorithm to analyze painting attributes of different painters
and to classify various paintings. In this paper, the cluster
multiple kernel learning (CMKL) algorithm is used, which
avoids the problem of redundant solution and high compu-
tational complexity produced by traditional multiple kernel
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Section 1 introduces the research background and signifi-
cance of the thesis, presenting the relevant overview about the
classification of oil painters and the structure of the paper.
Section 2 introduces the current situation about recognition
of oil painters and multiple kernel learning both at home
and abroad.
Section 3 describes the global features and local features
extracted from oil paintings.
Section 4 elaborates the theoretical derivation and com-
plexity analysis of the CMKL algorithm.
Section 5 verifies the validity of the CMKL algorithm
through single classifier and multi-class classifier experi-
ments. And it also provides a mobile application process for
oil painter recognition.
Section 6 concludes the CMKL algorithm proposed in this
paper and gives the further re-search direction.
II. RELATED WORK
A. THE STATUS OF RESEARCH ON OIL
PAINTINGS RECOGNITION
Oil painting, created by the Dutch in the 14th century and
popular in the European countries, as a part of religious
activities and in the service of the religion, is the main way
of painting in Western countries. In 2003, Widjaja et al. [4]
reviewed the application of image processing technology
in art, explored various color models used in representing
color features, compared the performance of several versions
of multi-category support vector machines for oil paintings
classification, and finally found out that several weighted
combination of oriented acyclic graph SVM and Gaussian
kernel performs best for classification. In 2004, Lyu et al. [5]
studied the digital technique for art authentication, that is,
building a statistical model of an artist from the scans of a set
of authenticated works. The statistical model consists of first
and higher-order wavelet statistics. In 2008, Johnson et al. [6]
used the 2-D hidden Markov model and wavelet transform
to extract the brushstroke features automatically from the oil
paintings so as to study the artist’s painting style; In 2009,
Shen [7] achieved the classification of the oil painters by
retrieving the local and global features from the images and
using radial basis function neural network as the base classi-
fier for integrated learning; Zujovic et al. [8] proposed a clas-
sification algorithm by artistic genre based on salient features
of images by exploiting the way humans perceive a paint-
ing; Siddiquie et al. [9] proposed a discriminative kernel-
based method, where training data instances are selected
using AdaBoost, performing very well in classifying natural
images and oil paintings. In 2010, Shamir et al. [10] used a
large set of image features and image trans-forms to analyze
and employed Fisher scores to assess the computed image
descriptors, and the most informative features were used for
the classification and similarity measurements of paintings,
painters, and schools of art; In 2012, Carneiro et al. [11]
presented a new database of monochromatic artistic images
for artistic image understanding, which indicates that the
automatic classification of digital paintings has become an
open research field. In 2014, Khan et al. [12] produced the
largest scale data set at that time, consisting of 4266 works
from 91 different artists. By combining different manual fea-
tures, and then using SVM classifier to learn, they succeeded
in painters identification and styles classification; In 2015,
Gatys et al. [13] achieved synthesis of the content from a com-
mon picture and the style of world-famous paintings by using
Deep Neural Network VGG, thus ordinary pictures have a
sense of famous artistic paintings. Peng and Chen [14] clas-
sified oil paintings by extracting deep features from multiple
layers of convolutional neural networks. Peng and Chen [15]
proved that, in addition to the classification of paintings,
deeper convolution layers can produce excellent results for
material and texture recognition. In 2016, Folego et al. [16]
extracted features from the local area of images by using
convolutional layers of the deep neural network VGG, used
a number of SVM classifiers to learn the local features, and
finally used the method of decision fusion to identify paint-
ings of Van Gogh; Anwer et al. [17] proposed an approach
that based on VGG 16 and Deformable Part Model (DPM)
which can extract features from one painting at the same
time, and then they fused the features extracted by VGG 16
and DPM through multi-scale activation layer and Fisher
Vector overlay. Ultimately they used linear SVM to classify
paintings.
B. RESEARCH STATUS OF MULTIPLE KERNEL LEARNING
In 2004, Lanckriet et al. [18] obtained the kernel matrix from
data sets by using Semi-Definite Programming (SDP) tech-
nique, and gave an effective transductive algorithm. Subse-
quently, Bach et al. [19] proposed a novel dual formulation of
the QCQP (Quadratically-Constrained Quadratic Program)
as a second-order cone programming, SOCP) and mod-el a
more effective algorithm based on SMO (Sequential Minimal
Optimization) techniques to yield a formulation by exploit-
ing the technique of Moreau-Yosida regularization [20].
Rakotomamonjy et al. [21] proposed a novel MKL algo-
rithm called SimpleMKL and demonstrated the equiva-
lence between SimpleMKL and MKL algorithm based on
mixed-norm regularization. Kloft et al. [22] proposed a new
non-sparse approach to MKL for some specific non-sparse
application problems by changing the traditional L1-norm
constraints to L2-norm constraints. Then, Kloft et al. [23]
generalized MKL to arbitrary Lp norms (p>1) and devised
new insights on the connection between several exist-
ing MKL formulations, designed two efficient alternative
optimization strategies and developed two efficient inter-
leaved optimization strategies for arbitrary p > 1. In 2010,
Xu et al. [24] formulated a closed-form solution for opti-
mizing the kernel weights based on the equivalence between
group-lasso [25] and MKL and generalized to the case
for Lp-MKL (p>1) regularization. Xu et al. [26] pro-
posed a novel Soft Margin framework and demonstrated
that many of the existing MKL algorithms can be viewed
as special cases under their Soft Margin framework,
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and designed effective optimization methods. Therefore,
in practical application multiple kernel learning with better
learning ability is used more widely than single kernel learn-
ing, providing a new idea for kernel method to be applied
in solving complicated practical problems.
This paper proposes a cluster multiple kernel learn-
ing(CMKL). Before multiple kernel learning is carried out,
a pre-learning process is used to cluster similar candidate sub-
kernels and select some sub-kernels with better classification
ability, which decreases the size of candidate sub-kernels
and reduces the computational complexity of multiple kernel
learning.
III. EXTRACTION OF OIL PAINTINGS’ FEATURES
Most of the computer vision research mainly focuses on the
analysis of the image contents, such as the shape and the key
points, etc., while the artistic style of the image is a high-level
semantic domain which is hard to describe comprehensively
with the basic features only. Therefore, proceeding from the
painting techniques, this paper extracts global features and
local features based on Bag-of-Features from color, texture
and spatial layout. In order to get the same scale image
features, we scale each input image to 128∗128.
A. EXTRACTION OF GLOBAL FEATURE
The global feature incorporates the characteristics of the
entire image and it describes an image as a row vector. Variant
global features can be used to express and construct a his-
togram of the entire image. In this paper, we use the following
parameters of global feature to extract image features.
1) LBP
Local binary pattern is an effective descriptor for texture,
which can measure and extract texture information of an
image and keep invariant to light. In this paper, LBP [27]
operator is used to retrieve texture information of the entire
gray-scale image, and the rotation invariant uniform LBP
is used to extract the image texture, where the pixel radius
is 2 and 20 adjacent pixels are selected, and we obtain the
texture histogram dimension as 383. 141.
2) COLOR LBP
Since LBP feature is extracted from gray-scale image with-
out considering color information, in this paper, in order to
retrieve color texture features we extract color LBP features
through three channels of RGB color images. Keep the Color
LBP feature parameter be same with the LBP feature param-
eter, extracting features through three channels of the RGB
color image, and features of three channels are concatenated
to form a 1149-dimensionality histogram feature.
3) GIST
GIST [28] is a global descriptor that captures the spatial
structure of an image, which can extract rough but concise
contextual information in the way did by human’s vision.
In this paper, we use the GIST descriptor to retrieve the
spatial layout of the entire image. In the paper, each image is
scaled to 128 ∗ 128 and each Gabor-like filter output to a grid
of 4 ∗ 4, and the histogram feature dimensionality obtained
finally is 512.
4) COLOR GIST
Similar to Color LBP, in this paper we concatenate features
of three channels to form a 1536-dimensionality histogram
feature by computing GIST features of R, G, and B channels.
5) PHOG
PHOG [29] descriptor can capture the local feature and spa-
tial layout of the image. In this paper we use the descriptor
to dig out relations between local objects of an image and its
holistic spatial layout. In the experiment, the PHOG feature
uses standard parameter settings, dividing the orientation
of 0 to 360 degrees into 20 direction angles and finally
a 1700-dimensionality histogram feature is obtained.
6) COLOR PHOG
In this paper, PHOG features of R, G, and B chan-
nels are computed and concatenated together to form
a 5100-dimensionality histogram feature.
7) CIE COLOR SPACE HISTOGRAM
As painters’ understanding and application of colors differs
greatly, given the disperse color space defined by some color
axis, we can obtain a color histogram by calculating the
number of occurrences of each disperse color after they are
dispersed. The reason why we choose CIE histogram is that
the human eye has a more even perception for CIE color
space [30]. In this paper, we separate three channels of CIE
to 4 parts, and obtain a 64 (4 ∗ 4 ∗ 4) histogram feature.
8) CANNY EDGE
Shape is the important and powerful attribute of image
retrieval, which shows the spatial information that does
not exist in the color and texture histogram. In this paper,
the shape information of the image is described by the lines
of the oil painting and the Canny operator is used to extract
the canny edge of oil paintings. The histogram of the edge
direction is used to represent the global information about
shape attributes of each image, where 0 to 360 degrees of
line direction is divided into 30 parts equally, and finally we
obtain a 30-dimensionality histogram of line direction.
With the combination of eight global features mentioned
above and different kernel functions, we can construct several
kernel matrixes of global features for oil painting.
B. EXTRACTION OF LOCAL FEATURE
In this paper, popular Bag-of-Features framework is used to
deal with local features. Bag-of-Features-based image shows
success when applied in object detection and scene catego-
rization. Imitating the method of Bag-of-Words used in the
field of text retrieval, the model describes each image as the
unordered set of features extracted from patches/key points.
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Using cluster algorithms (eg. K-means) to cluster local fea-
tures, each cluster center is viewed as a visual word in the
vocabulary, like the word in text retrieval. Visual word is
represented by code word formed by the corresponding fea-
ture of a cluster center (which can be seen as quantization of
features). All visual words form a visual vocabulary, corre-
sponding to a code book, that is, a set of code words, and the
number of words contained in the vocabulary shows the size
of vocabulary. Each feature of the image will be mapped to a
word in the Visual Vocabulary. Such mapping can be done
by calculating distances between features. Then we count
the number of occurrences of each visual word and describe
the image as a histogram vector with the same dimension,
namely, Bag of Features.
1) COMPLETE LBP
In this paper, Complete LBP [31] is used to extract texture
descriptor from the framework of Bag-of-Features. In Com-
plete LBP, a local region is represented by its center pixel
and a local difference sign-magnitude transform (LDSMT).
In the experiment, feature parameter of Complete LBP keeps
consistent with that in the experiment of literature [31].
2) SIFT
In order to capture the appearance of an image, the pop-
ular SIFT descriptor is used in this article. The SIFT [32]
descriptor performs excellently in tasks of object recognition,
texture recognition and motion recognition. In this paper,
SIFT information of a grayscale image is extracted and
a 128-dimensionality vector is obtained in the end.
3) COLOR SIFT
In order to integrate the color information of the image,
the Color SIFT [33] feature for the R, G, and B chan-
nels of an image is extracted in this paper. In experiments,
OpponentSIFT and CSIFT are also used to matrixes color
SIFT features.
4) SSIM
Unlike the descriptors described above, SSIM [34] is a self-
similarity descriptor. This feature can measure the layout of
an image. The size of each local image is 5 ∗ 5, and the
radius of the relevant area is 40 pixels. And finally we get
a 30-dimensionality vector.
With the four local features mentioned above and different
kernel functions, several kernel matrixes of local features can
be constructed.
IV. CLUSTER MULTIPLE KERNEL LEARNING ALGORITHM
Multiple kernel learning (MKL) algorithm outperforms sin-
gle kernel learning algorithm in classification. However,
all MKL algorithms are burdened with complex calcula-
tion. Therefore, reducing the computational complexity of
MKL has been the research focus in the field of MKL.
CMKL proposes a pre-learning process before the MKL is
carried out, during which the similar candidate sub-kernel is
removed and the sub-kernel with better classification abil-
ity is selected out. Thus, the size of sub-kernels is reduced
and the purpose of unburdening the computational com-
plexity of MKL is achieved. So the main idea of CMKL
is as follows: first Combine the input oil painting features
with some kernel functions to form a candidate feature
sub-core, then update the nuclear clustering center by cal-
culating the similarity of each two sub-cores and the clas-
sification performance of the same type of sub-nuclear set.
After several iterations, sub-cores with better classification
performance can be selected, and feature redundant sub-cores
are excluded.
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p ≤ 1, dm ≥ 0, p ≥ 1, ∀m (1)
where Hm is the mth Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space
(RKHS); fm is the mapping function, which projects the
original low dimensional data to high dimensional RKHS.
C is equilibrium factor to balance training error; b is the
offset; ξi is the slack variable to improve the tolerance of






yi is the label of the ith sample, then the dual formulation



















αiyi = 0, ∀i






p ≤ 1, dm ≥ 0, p ≥ 1, ∀m (2)
Compare to (1), the number of variables to seek solution
in (2) reduces from 4 to 2, and the remaining parameter
is dm, which is the kernel weight corresponding to the dual
formulation; at the same time, support vector parameter is
newly added to satisfy the constraint of
∑
i
αiyi = 0 and
C ≥ αi ≥ 0. α is a Lagrange multiplier. (2) shows that
each sub-classifier enjoys the same support vector coefficient,
leading to that each classifier cannot perform its own classi-
fication ability. Therefore, MKL model can be regarded as
the results produced by ensemble learning of several weak
classifiers. In this paper, we consider using the approach of
judging weak classifiers by ensemble learning to judge the
difference of kernel functions.
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FIGURE 1. View of Oracle output matrix.
A. MEASURE THE SIMILARITY OF
TWO KERNEL FUNCTIONS
Ensemble learning is a process that integrating results of sev-
eral weak classifiers to form a strong classifier. In ensemble
learning, the Oracle matrix [32], [33] is constructed to assess
the difference and classification ability of weak classifiers.
As shown in Fig. 1, assuming there are N training samples
and M weak classifiers, then the Oracle matrix is a matrix
of N ∗ M, where the (n, m)th element represent the result of
the nth sample being predicted by the mth weak classifier.
In the pre-training process of CMKL algorithm, leave-
one-out method and voting strategy are used to build
Oracle output matrix. In the pre-training process, a test
sample is reserved every time and the other samples are
used as training samples. Since each element in the kernel
matrix stands for the inner product of the two samples in
high dimensional space, the value of each element in the
kernel matrix represents the similarity of the two samples
in the high dimensional space. By calculating the similarity
between positive test samples and between negative test sam-
ples, we can classify the test samples to the category with
high similarity. Since each element on the diagonal of kernel
matrix stands for the similarity between the test sample and
itself, the similarity between the ith and jth sample should be





(Km(j, i)− Km(i, i)) ∗ 1{yj = 1} (3)





(Km(j, i)− Km(i, i)) ∗ 1{yi = −1} (4)
Considering that it is maybe unbalance between the number
of positive and negative samples, cost penalty factor is used in
this paper to solve such unbalance distribution. Thus, the sim-




(Km(j, i)− Km(i, i)) · 1{yj = 1}
Npos − 1{yi = 1} (5)





(Km(j, i)− Km(i, i)) ∗ 1{yi = −1}
Nneg − 1{yi = −1} (6)
In the end, predict sample i belonging to the category with the
largest value of similarity. The formulation for the ith sample
being predicted by the mth kernel function is shown below:
gm(i) = sign(Simpos − Simneg) (7)
If the predicted sample label is exactly the same as the sample,
then the corresponding position of the predicted sample in the
Oracle matrix is 1, otherwise -1. Distances between every two
candidate kernels Ka and Kb is








g(i, a)g(i, b) is the cosine similarity of candidate
kernels Ka and Kb.
B. MEASURE THE CLASSIFICATION
ABILITY OF SUB-KERNELS
Kernel permutation is an important approach to evaluate the
validity of kernel matrix classification. The value of kernel
permutation for a kernel matrix m is obtained by computing
the cosine similarity between the kernel matrix m and the
ideal kernel (Kideal = yyT ).








where the K∗m is the kernel matrix after regularization, for
which the purpose is to put kernel similarity KA(Km,Kideal)
in [−1,+1]. < Ka,Kb >F is Frobenious distance




Therefore, the classification ability of sub-kernel Km is
βm =< K∗m,K∗ideal >F=< K∗m, yT y >F= yK∗myT = gmyT
s.t. m ∈ M (10)
where K∗m is the form of Km after regularization, which con-
tains 3 steps:
(1) regularization of similarity between samples
K 1m = Km − AT
s.t. A = diag(Km)× ones(N ,N ) (11)
where diag(Km) is the diagonal matrix of Km and ones(N ,N )
is the all one matrix of N∗N.
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(2) regularization of cost factor
K 2m = B. ∗ K 1m
s.t. B(i, j) = 1{yj = 1}
Npos − 1{yi = 1} −
1{yj = −1}
Nneg − 1{yi = −1} (12)
where ‘‘. ∗’’ is dot product sign, representing for the
Hadamard product of the two matrixes. The regularization




K 2m(:, j)∥∥K 2m(:, j)yT∥∥
s.t. i ∈ [1,N ] (13)
In (13), K∗m(:, j) means the jth column of K∗m. This regulariza-
tion is equivalent to the operation of sign function in (7).
After three steps of regularization above, results of classifi-
cation prediction ability between two kernels can be obtained.
C. CLUSTER MULTIPLE KERNEL LEARNING
Cluster Multiple Kernel Learning (CMKL) is divided into
three steps:
(1) use K-mediods to cluster candidate sub-kernels as
K-category;
(2) In each category, compute the classification ability of
each kernel to select the sub-kernel with best classification
performance;
(3) use the selected sub-kernel to carry out multiple kernel
learning under Lp(p>1)-norms constraints.
Algorithm 1 describes the pseudocode of the CMKL algo-
rithm. Algorithm 2 describes the method of computing kernel
similarity. The distance calculation and update clustering cen-
ters in k- median clustering are described in algorithm 3 and
algorithm 4 respectively. Algorithm 5 describes the method
of selecting kernels with better classification ability.
Assuming there are f features in data set, k candidate
kernel functions, C parameters for each kernel function, and
R candidate values for each parameter, then the number of
candidate sub-kernels to be optimized is F×K ×RC . If there
are N samples, the minimal value of time complexity to build
a sub-kernel is O(N 2) (such as polynomial kernel functions),
and space complexity O(F × K × RC × N 2), then the time
complexity to build all sub-kernels is O(F × K × RC × N 2),
the space complexity O(F ×K ×RC ×N 2), and reducing the
number of sub-kernels, namely reduce k, can largely lower
the time complexity of building all sub-kernels.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT
From the analysis of section 4, the advantage of CMKL is
that not obviously reducing the accuracy of classification and
shortening the time of training classifier. Since the traditional
MKL algorithm and the CMKL algorithm can only solve the
dichotomous classification at first, in this paper we compare
the performance of these algorithms on the UCI dichotomous
Algorithm 1 CMKL
Input:
X = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xi, yi), . . . , (xn, yn)}: Training
set; N: Number of samples;
K = {k1, k2, . . . , km}: Candidate kernel matrix set;
M: Number of kernel matrix; p_norm: Value of Lp norm
constraint; C: Number of cluster centers; T: Number of
iterations; VC:Cluster center vector;
Output: h(xi): predict label for xi
G = KernelSimilarity(X,K,M,N)
KC = {kc1, kc2, . . . , kcc} ← RandomSelectKernel(C)
3. VC = RandomClusterCenter(VC)
3. for t=1 to T do
4. SC ← φ
5. SC = KernelDistances(SC,G,N,C,VC)
6. VC = UpdateClusterCenter(SC,C,M)
7. PickKernel = SelectKernels()
8. end for
9. for i=1 to N do





X = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xi, yi), . . . , (xn, yn)}:Training
set; N: Number of samples;
K = {k1, k2, . . . , km}:Candidate kernel matrix set;
M: Number of kernel matrix;
Output: G: Kernel similarity matrix;
1. for m=1 to M do




(Km(j, i)− Km(i, i)) ∗ 1{yj = 1}




(Km(j, i)− Km(i, i)) ∗ 1{yi = −1}
5. gm(i) = sign(Simm,ipos − Simm,ineg)
6. end for
7. end for
8. G = [g1, g2, . . . , gM ]
return G
data sets and then conduct the multi-class experiment on the
Painting 91 data set.
B. SPECIFICATION OF DATA SETS
1) UCI DATA SETS
From the UCI data sets, the paper chooses four data sets:
breast, bupa, pima and wdbc. 80% samples are selected ran-
domly for training and the remaining 20% for testing.
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Algorithm 3 KernelDistances
Input: SC: The categories of each candidate kernel;
G: Kernel similarity matrix; N: Number of samples;
C: Number of cluster centers; VC: Cluster center vector;
Output: SC: The categories of each candidate kernel;
1. for m=1 to N do
2. for c=1 to C do









Input: SC: The categories of each candidate kernel;
C: Number of cluster centers; M: Number of kernel matrix;
Output: VC: Cluster center vector;
1. for c=1 to C do
2. for m1=1 to M do
3. if SCm1 = c then Jc = 0
4. for m2=1 to M do
5. if SCm2 = c then





10. vcc = argmin(Jc)
11. end for
return VC
2) PAINTING91 DATA SET
Painting91 data set contains 2275 training samples and
1991 test samples from 91 painters in total.
C. MOBILE APPLICATION PROCESS OF OIL
PAINTER RECOGNITION
In this paper, we create a mobile phone application that uses
the camera of the mobile phone to obtain the oil painting,
and then uploads this to the server. The feature extraction
and recognition of the oil painting would be completed on
the server, and the recognition result would be returned to
the mobile phone. In the mobile phone application, the image
data can be sent to the server by uploading pictures in the
mobile phone album or the image captured by the camera of
the mobile phone in real time. We can also manually edit the
image before uploading, such as cropping, rotating and some
other machine learning methods [39]–[43] on the preview
page. This would improve the quality of uploaded images and
improve recognition efficiency.
Algorithm 5 SelectKernels
Input: K = {k1, k2, . . . , km}: Candidate kernel matrix set;
M: Number of kernel matrix; C: Number of cluster centers;
SC: The categories of each candidate kernel;
Output: PickKernel: The kernels which have the best clas-
sification ability;
1. PickKernel← φ
2. for c=1 to C do
3. βm← φ
4. for m=1 to M do




9. PickKernel← PickKernel ∪ {kPickKernelIndex}
10. end for
return PickKernel
TABLE 1. Specification of UCI data sets.
TABLE 2. Specification of Painting91 dataset.
D. EXPERIMENT BASED ON UCI DATA SETS
According to the experimental settings in literature [23],
the kernel matrix is constructed by using the Gaussian ker-
nel function and the polynomial kernel function, where the
10 candidate parameters of Gaussian kernel function are
[0.5,1,2,5,7,10,12,15,17,20] and 3 candidate parameters of
polynomial kernel function are [1]–[3]. Since the dimen-
sionality of the samples in the four data sets is relatively
low, it is not only necessary to use each dimension of data
alone to build a sub-kernel, but also all dimensions of data to
build a sub-kernel. Assuming that the dimension of data
set is M, and each data set can produce candidate sub-
kernels at the number (M + 1) × (10 + 3). In the exper-
iment, in order to ensure that each sub-kernel is positive
definite, the approach in literature [23] is taken to regular-
ize all sub kernels by matrices. Since the results of clus-
tering algorithm are influenced by the initial value greatly,
CMKL need to operate 20 times on each data set to obtain
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TABLE 3. Number of clusters in different UCI data sets.
TABLE 4. Classification accuracy of different algorithms on UCI data sets.
the final average and the box plot. Table 3 shows the num-
ber of cluster centers in different datasets. We explored the
performance of different algorithms on four UCI datasets in
Table 3. Fig. 2 evaluates the accuracy rate of CMKL on four
UCI data sets. Table 5 and Fig. 3 evaluate the performance
of the algorithm in time consuming and clustering centers
respectively.
Table 4 lists the average classification accuracy of tradi-
tional MKL algorithm and CMKL algorithm based on UCI
four data sets under the different norm constraints. For data
breast and bupa, results of MKL with L1-norm constraints is
not so accurate as that with Lp(p>=2). The reason maybe
that data breast and bupa prefers the non-sparse data, which
is unsuitable for L1 sparsity constraints. In the case of same
norm constraints, CMKL algorithm outperforms any other
traditional MKL algorithms in terms of classification accu-
racy. The reason lies in the pre-training stage, during which
a large scale of similar candidate sub-kernels are removed
in CMKL, and sub-kernels with better classification perfor-
mance are selected out. It not only ensures that the selected
sub-kernels have greater differences, but also secures the
classification accuracy of each sub-kernel, which is the same
reason that greater the differences between sub-classifiers,
higher the accuracy. No matter the data is sparse or not in
structure, CMKL can take the sparseness and accuracy of
MKL into account. Linear Programming Boosting (LPboost)
enjoys a slightly higher accuracy of classification thanCMKL
TABLE 5. Operating time consumed by different algorithms on UCI data
sets (second).
on data sets breast, pima, and wdbc. MKL –elas under elastic
network constraints enjoys higher accuracy of classification
than MKL-L2 andMKL-L1, as norm constraints are between
L1 and L2.
It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the classification accuracy
of CMKL algorithm is unstable, and the accuracy of certain
classification is lower than that of traditionalMKL algorithm.
However, the average classification accuracy of CMKL algo-
rithms is higher than that of traditional MKL algorithms, and
it enjoys a larger probability of giving better results than the
average accuracy.
Table 5 shows the average time consumed in training
by different algorithms. Though the MKL algorithm under
the L1-norm constraints can produce sparse solution, and
its classification accuracy on non-sparse data is higher than
that under Lp (p≥2) norms constraints, the training time
of this algorithm is far longer than that under Lp (p≥2)
norms constraints. Although the classification accuracy of
LPboost is higher that of CMKL-Lp, the training time con-
sumed by LPboost is even more 5 times higher than that
by MKL-L1. The training time of MKL-elas is between
that of MKL-L1 and MKL-L2. The training time of CMKL
consists of two parts: pre-training time and time consumed
by multiple kernel learning. We can see that the total train-
ing time of CMKL is always far shorter than MKL under
Lp norms constraints directly, even the pre-training time
is added. Results of experiments reflect that, reducing the
number of candidate sub-kernels is the key to unburden the
complexity of multiple kernel learning.
In the pre-training process, we remove and select candi-
date sub-kernels, which shortens the training time largely
and saves computing sources without affecting classification
performance of multiple kernel learning.
Fig. 3 shows the classification accuracy of CMKL-L2 algo-
rithm on four data sets. It is easy to see that, with the increase
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FIGURE 2. The box plot of accuracy rate of CMKL on 4 UCI data sets.
of cluster centers, the accuracy rises progressively first and
then falls progressively.When the number of cluster centers is
small, though computing resources is saved, useful classifica-
tion information is few and insufficient fitting of model leads
to low classification accuracy. When the number of cluster
FIGURE 3. Accuracy of CMKL-L2 at different dataset.
centers is large, that is, when candidate sub-kernels increases,
the classification accuracy is not improved. The reason is that
too many sub-kernels are doped with redundant information
which interferes the classification effects. Therefore, select-
ing the number of cluster centers suitably is very helpful for
improving the classification accuracy.
E. EXPERIMENTS BASED ON PAINTING 91 DATA SET
The classifier used in the single-feature classification exper-
iment is the LIBSVM package developed by Professor
Lin Zhiren of Taiwan University. The multi-classifier gen-
eralize 1vs1 rule to dichotomous SVM classifier. The param-
eter of multiclass SVM classifier is selected by 5 fold
cross validation. In the experiment of multi-feature fusion,
1 vs 1 rule is also used to generalize dichotomous classifier of
MKL to multiclass classifier so as to carry out classification
experiments on painting 91 data set. Candidate features are
set with reference to the settings in literature [8] and [13].
10 candidate parameters of Gaussian kernel function is
[0.5,1,2,5,7,10,12,15,17,20]. 3 candidate parameters of
polynomial kernel function is [1]–[3]. With reference to
literature [40], chi-square distance between samples is used
in place of Euclidean distance to construct chi-square kernel
matrix. Candidate parameter of chi-square kernel function
is same with that of Gaussian kernel function. The number
of clusters of CMKL is 30. In this paper, we construct
322(14∗23) kernel matrices respectively for 8 global features
and 6 local features.
In Table 6, we evaluate the accuracy of single feature
on oil painters recognition. Table 7 and Table 8 show the
accuracy and computation time of different algorithms on
Paingting91 data set. Fig. 4 is a graphical representation
corresponding to Table 7. Fig. 5 shows the accuracy of
CMKL-L2 at various number of cluster centers. The top5
classification results of CMKL in the Painting91 dataset is
described in Fig. 6.
Table 6 records the classification accuracy of different
single features in the experiments of oil painter recognition.
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TABLE 6. Classification accuracy of single feature on Painting 91 data set.
TABLE 7. Classification accuracy of different algorithms on
Painting91 data set.
The accuracy rates of Color LBP, Color GIST, and
Color PHOG are higher than the corresponding LBP, GIST
and PHOG, which means color information is important in
reflecting an oil painter’s artistic style. RGB SIFT is best
at representing among three Color SIFT descriptors. Canny
edge and SSIM can also narrate artistic styles of oil painters
very well. Features above always describe the artistic style of
oil painters in one respect, so reasonable fusion of multiple
features may provide a more comprehensive description.
Table 7 records the classification results of the multi-
feature fusion on the Painting91 data set for different algo-
rithms. It can be seen that, compared to the classification
results of MKL under L1 norm constraints, better results
are obtained by MKL under Lp(p>=2) norms constraints.
LPboost obtains higher accuracy than MKL-Lp, but at the
cost of consuming much more training time. The classifica-
tion accuracy ofMKL-elas is higher than that ofMKL-L1 and
MKL-L2, and the length of training time of MKL-elas is
TABLE 8. Operating time consumed by different algorithms on
Painting91 data sets (sec).
FIGURE 4. Classification accuracy of different algorithms on
Painting91 data set.
FIGURE 5. Accuracy of CMKL-L2 at various number of cluster centers.
between that of MKL-L1 and MKL-L2. CMKL outperforms
MKL under Lp norms constraints in aspects of classification
accuracy, and when p is 10 it achieves the highest accuracy of
classification. Table 8 records the average training time of a
dichotomous classifier (in the experiment, it is the average
training time of 91 ∗ (91 − 1)/2 = 4095 dichotomous
classifiers). From Table 8 we can see that CMKL algorithm
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FIGURE 6. The top5 classification results of CMKL in the Painting91 dataset.
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has great advantage over others when there are a plenty of
candidate sub-kernels. It proves that pre-training process is
vitally important for unburden the complexity of MKL com-
putation. Removing and selecting candidate sub-kernels in a
rational way contributes to the improvement of the classifica-
tion accuracy. For a large scale of oil painters recognition the
rapid CMKL algorithm is a good choice. From Fig. 6 we can
see that when the number of cluster centers is 30, the model
achieves best results of classification on Painting91 data set.
Therefore, in the experiment the number of cluster centers is
set at 30.
VI. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT
This paper proposes a novel and rapid Cluster Multiple
Kernel Learning algorithm to recognize oil painters.
Although multiple kernel learning under Lp norms con-
straints displays better classification performance than single
kernel learning in the aspects of multi-feature fusion, the
computing resources it consumed is rather large. Through a
pre-training process CMKL algorithm excludes and selects
candidate sub-kernels with great difference and better classi-
fication ability, and then the selected sub-kernels are used in
multiple kernel learning under Lp (p ≥ 2) norms constraints.
CMKL outperforms MKL under Lp norms constraints in
aspects of classification accuracy and training time.
There are many problems to be solved in the field
of recognition of oil painters. Firstly, whether there are
more suitable features for the selection of manual features?
Secondly, when carrying out multi-feature fusion and classi-
fication, exceptmultiple kernel learning, if the neural network
can be considered to learn the classification results of single
feature and then conducting the feature confusion? At the
same time, the CMKL proposed in this paper has many prob-
lems to be solved. For example, when generalizing 1vs1 rule,
whether the number of clusters can change dynamically?
How to select a more suitable clustering initial value of kernel
matrix? If there are some relations between the number of
clusters and sample structures? And we can use more visual
technologies [38] to present the results.
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